
Well, I bit the bullet and decided to have a go at replacing the passenger airbag fascia on my D8. Despite everything I've read on the
forum, it's actually quite straightforward, doesn't involve the risk of triggering the airbag, but it does require a lot (and I mean a LOT)

of patience and the ability to lie upside down with your head in the passenger footwell for some time!! If you have blood pressure
and very little patience - don't attempt it!! If you pass the medical, here's how it's done.

1. DISCONNECT THE BATTERY!!

2. remove the glovebox by pushing out the hingepins, the carpet trim under the glovebox housing and the blanking panel on the side
on the LHS of the dash. There are three T20 torx screws to remove on the left of the glovebox housing, three on the top edge under

the dash, one inside the housing, one difficult one inside the housing, and two absolute pigs fastening the housing to the centre
console. Take all these fasteners out, disconnect the glovebox electrics, and you should be at this stage:-

3. the three difficult T20 screws are the one screwed in from behind the housing, which I removed from the front by turning with
pliers, and the two which attach to the centre console from behind through these two holes:-



4. after removing the passenger side airduct, this is what you should now see from underneath. I have already removed the two nuts
which hold the airbag unit in place. You can see the flanges in the picture. These were 10mm nuts and easy to remove. This has to be

done to make access to the four 8mm nuts which secure the fascia panel.

5. with the airbag unit lowered, this is what you will see. The two big studs are where the airbag attaches, and you can see that I've
already removed the four 8mm nuts from the fascia studs.



With the four nuts removed, the fascia will just lift out. Tip it forwards, away from the windscreen to release the clips at the front
edge. Here's what it looks like with the fascia removed (at last!!) You can see that the airbag unit just slides forward in the frame in

order to re-attach the 10mm retaining nuts later.

Refitting is a reversal of the above. The two screws which attach the housing to the centre console are very hard to refit - I ended up
just fitting the bottom one with a T20 allen key - very fiddly, but I got there in the end. Here's a pic of the replacement fascia in

place, the airbag re-secured, and the glovebox housing refitted.



I hope this little article helps!! The whole job takes the best part of four hours - very fiddly but not that difficult. The most important
thing is that the fascia isn't attached to the airbag system, and so long as you disconnect the battery (for safety reasons) you won't

have any problems. 


